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Special thanks to Joël Galeran, Marc Escher and Pierre 
Terrier for their trust, friendship, and critical contributions 
on the Fontself journey, throughout its numerous lives. 
Thank you Astrid Fedel, Matthieu Bouillaud, Nicholas 
Wolff, Fernando Saturno, Guillaume Berthet, Guillaume 
Guine, Lorena Prelaz, Florent Pirard, Bachir Chihani, Roel 
Nieskens and François Pirsch for adding your personal 
touch on our many attempts to bring creative joy to the 
type world. Thanks to team Akatre (Julien, Sébastien, 
Valentin and Victor) for your invaluable contribution on 
this book. Kudos to the crews at Adobe (Sairus, Vinod, 
Wayne, Kat, Michaël, Rufus, Stéphane, Frank, Vincent, 
Dan, and all the other long-time contributors for their 
inspiring creative tools), thank you the entire TypeWithPride 
crew & Ogilvy (Akiko, Rodrigo, Robyn, Justin, Chris, Kaz, 
Hayato, Bastien, Bill, Alfonso, Gloria, Ginny and Greg), 
Aaron Epstein & his talented team at Creative Market, 
Dave Clayton & Nicholas van der Walle at Astute Graphics, 
Rainer Scheichelbauer & Glyphs team, the W3C OpenType-
SVG workgroup (Myles, Peter, Behdad, Dominik, Sairus, 
et al.), Didier Mesnier & Frédéric Bagnoud, Naomi Ture, 
Matthew Rechs for helping us steer the ship in the right 
direction. Many thanks Neil Rimer for giving us a chance 
so early, we’re also deeply grateful to the bold angels 
who backed us too early (hope you’ll be proud of our 
progress despite our numerous failures, as we’re now a 
bootstrapped & profitable business), Samuel Mueller we 
still have unfinished business, and James Tamplin I’ll always 
remember sharing about our downs and your faith in 
upcoming ups. Hi to the awesome folks at Index Ventures, 
Local Globe, The Family, IDIAP, CTI Startup, IdeArk, IMD, 
EPFL, ECAL, Les Gobelins, Academy of Arts University, 
CCA, Lycée Français de San Francisco, Remix Coworking, 
the awesome folks at PlayBac & co for supporting & 
hosting us at some point, and cheers to all the others 
we are regrettably forgetting. Last but not least, thank 
you our beloved Kickstarter backers, current, past and 
future users (keep making awesome crazy gorgeous fonts, 
and keep pinging us on the chat - you are our source of 
inspiration... & transpiration :grinsmile:), thanks to our 
cheering customers, the raving reviewers and demanding 
partners (hi James Thurlow, any news from Yahoo!? ... and 
anyone remembers Kik or Netlog?) and a special thanks to 
the dreamers and doers who’re fighting every day to make 
this world a better place. [Yep, we do believe in that kind of 
things too]. Oh, and of course, a big LOVE YOU to our dear 
ones, kiddos, parents, and families who are supporting us 
every day on this crazy adventure.

You all rock, and you give us the strength to believe 
that more joy & happiness will be spread over the years to 
come as we keep on striving for more #typocracy.

As the old man once said, stay hungry, stay foolish.

Mohamed & Franz
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